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INDUSTRY TRENDS: SLOW BUT SURE WON'T
WIN THIS RACE

UK S/ITS companies have boosted their

profits and financial health through

relentless cost cutting and company

consolidation. as evidenced by rocketing

M&A activity. But the lack of top line

growth is failing to excite investors, with

little movement in share prices or new

equity investments. Companies must

put renewed emphasis on top line

revenue growth if investors are to be

satisfied. In a marketplace that is forecast

to offer little growth. that is going to be

very difficult for most. It☁s a race where

only the fittest and fastest runners

will succeed.

There's some cause for cheer in our

latest industry Trends analysis. First of all.

we found good progress on profits. The

combined EBITA (earnings before

interest, tax and amortisation) of UK-

based S/ITS rms grewby 28% last year.

That pushed the industry EBITA margin

up to 6.0%. compared to 5.0% in 2003.

Profits on the up
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The EBIT margin rose to 3.9%. 80

operating profits are at their highest level

since 1999.

And the industry finally made it back into

the black at the pre-tax level ♥ albeit with a

PET margin of just 2.1 %.

That these improvements were achieved

on a pretty at revenue base emphasises

the role cost cutting and consolidation are

Diaying in boosting the industry's financial

health. Indeed, if we take out the effect of

acquisitions, the companies covered in our

analysis grew by just 2.8% in 2004. Add

acquisitions back in and the figure rises

to 6%.

Efforts rewarded?

So are these improvements in nancial

performance helping to boost the

investment outlook for the sector? it's hard

to nd evidence that this is the case.

[continued on page two]
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[continued from imm page]

First of all, there☁s not exactly a

flood of new capital coming into

S/lTS. Data from Cobalt

Corporate Finance shows a total

of £214m invested in privately-

held UK S/ITS companies in the

rst half of 2005 ♥ that's down

18% on a year earlier. 80 it

appears that the more stable

financial footing of the S/ITS

sector, and its ever-improving

ability to generate profits, are

failing to attract increased new

investment.

As for the quoted sector, it looks

on the face of it as though

investors have seen a good return,

In the 12 months to end August

2005, the Ovum S/ITS index,

which covers 130 UK-based

quoted companies. registered a

gain of 14%. However. that☁s

below the rise in the FTSE All♥

Share index, which grew by 21%

over the same period.

While S/ITS share prices have

shown only modest gains.

price/earnings (P/E) valuations

have actually fallen. We analyse

average P/E ratios for the S/ITS
sector on 1 April each year, as we

believe this gives the most

accurate picture of things, The

average P/E in S/ITS went from

27 on 1 April 2004 to just under

20 a year later. Over the same

period (as shown by the graphic).

the FTSE Software and

Computer Services index was

flat. In other words, as earnings

have risen. investors have in fact

discounted P/Es, suggesting that

they do not have much

confidence in S/ITS companies'

ability to sustain their profit

growth.

The missing link: growth

This lukewarm response by

investors to improved profits

underlines an inescapable fact:

sound financials are desirable

but, fundamentally. investors are

also looking for top line growth.
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Despite so much focus on

financial management in the

S/ITS industry over the past

three years, that's not so

surprising. After all, it's very hard to

raise pro ts in the longer term if

you☁re notexpanding the business.

The great challenge is that the

S/ITS sector is set on a "mature"

growth path. Ovum's forecasts

put the growth of the UK market

in the 4-6% range for the

foreseeable future.

Consolidation accelerates

The impact of the mature market

on M&A leaps out at us too. Data

provided by Regent Associates

shows that Europe saw 573

S/ITS acquisitions in the first half

of 2005 - that's almost as many

as in the whole of 2003. Faced

with a "single-digit" future, firms

are buying to stimulate growth in

the top and bottom lines. Such

activity - when combined with

sound financial management ♥

can help get investors excited

about the company. Some of the

best-performing S/lTS stocks in

the sector over the past year ♥

notably Autonomy and Torex

Retail ♥ help to bear this out.

The truth is that being a S/ITS

company no longer makes you a

growth stock. And, whether

public or privately-held. if you're

not a growth stock, you're not

going to fire up investors (not to

mention your own staff!). The

message is clear: companies

should view their financial health

as a platform for growth ♥ be it

organic, inorganic or both ♥

rather than as a goal in its own

right. Slow but sure is unlikely to

win the race for investors' favour.

in today☁s environment. fast but

sure is a much more attractive.

and difficult, formula. (Phil Cod/ing)

Ovum's latest Industry Trends

analysis covers the fortunes of

UK♥based S/ITS companies (ie.

those HQ'd here. rather than

overseas) in three individual

reports: Financial Health and

Industry Dynamics. both of which

appear this week, and Investor

Sentiment, which will appear

later this month). These reports
can be accessed online by

subscribers to the

Holway@0vum sen/ice. For
more details. please contact

Holway@Ovum Service Manager.

Phil Codling, on 01252 740910. 
8
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Holway Comment

  

lFRS - more scope for confusion

The major part of being an analyst

is all about making comparisons ♥

between markets. geographies,

companies. When it comes to

company analysis. the major task is

ensuring that you compare |ike~

with-like. The major problem is then
determining a common base on

which to base those comparisons.

There are still many

SYSTEMHOUSE readers around

who will remember my campaign

about 10 years ago to outlaw the

capitalisation of development

expenditure. In 1995. many

quoted UK software companies

artificially inflated their reported

profits by putting this expenditure

on the balance sheet. It made any

meaningful comparison of

performance almost impossible.

QSP and Coda were in the same
market. QSP reported profits for
years merely because they

capitalised development costs. At
the headline level OSP looked
healthy Compared with Coda
(which expensed such costs as
incurred) Only after repeated
badgering (from me) did QSP
finally divulge how much they
were capitalising, which showed
(as I had expected) that they had
been loss♥making for years. Soon
afterwards they went into
receivership. Fortunately. very few
software companies now
capitalise development.

The same kind of problem has
existed over the amortisation of
goodwill resulting from
acquisitions. Some. like Sage, did
not amortise at all. Others chose 3.
5 or 20 year straithine wnteoffs.
As this is often such a big gure.
analysts therefore chose to ignore

it leading to the infamous EBlTDAE

 

often referred to as "earnings

before all the bad bits".

Although I have views about what I

think is right and wrong in these

and other issues. my strongest

View is reserved for having just one

standard way of doing things ♥

mainly so that my life as an analyst

is simpli ed and I can make

straightforward comparisons

between companies. And. by the

way. if analysts have dif culty doing

this. what hope do normal

investors have?

So. I naively hoped that the

introduction of lFRS would make

a major step towards a common

standard.

Oh. how naive. how wrong. can 1

be?

Audit committees

As a non executive director 1 now

sit on several audit committees

and have just been through my

rst experience of reporting interim

results under IFRS.

I am now convinced that, rather

than providing a base for standard

comparison. IFRS has introduced

greater confusion and far more

areas for companies to manipulate

their results. The companies

themselves have suffered by the

increased workload. investors and

analysts are more confused than

ever and the only people to gain are

the accounting rms which have

been raking in record pro ts from

lFFtS related work.

Let me give you a few examples:

R&D: IFRS requires that. if certain

 

Richard Holway

criteria are met. R&D expenditure

MUST be capitalised and

amortised over its useful life. But

the rules are capable of wide

interpretation. For example. you

can only capitalise R&D costs if the

technical feasibility of the

development is proven. So when

is that? And who is going to

"prove" that feasibility?

So. in this reporting round. we

have already seen some

companies returning to the old.

bad habits and capitalising R&D.

We are very pleased to see that

others have decided that

"technical feasibility" is only proven

when the R&D is complete and the

product is in live operation with the

customer ♥ ie when all the

development costs have been

expensed anyway! By the way. this

is an approach that we are

pleased to see Microsoft has

taken .

So. rather than creating a

standardised approach. lFRS has

created more scope for confusion.

We fear that. as a result. we might

be reporting on more QSPs in the

year To come

Business combinations: The

situation gets worse. Let's say you

acquire a software company ♥ a

pretty common occurrence

nowadays! You then have to

separately value its variouS

identi able assets. 80. you womd

have put a value on the software

they had developed and capitalise

[continued on pogo four]
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[continued rmm page three]

that. Potentially making the

problem of capitalised R&D

described above even worse!

But you also have to value (and

then capitalise) such things as

customer lists, the value of brands

etc. So, if Ovum had bought

Holway this year, they would have

had to put a value on you, our

subscribers, and then on the

"Holway" brand. If anyone says

that these can be valued in any

scienti c way, they are clearly living

in cloud cuckoo land. PwC have a

whole team now working on the

abstract area of brand

valuation...they are doing very well

out of it too!

The difference between all these

intangible assets acquired on an

acquisition and the price you have

paid, is goodwill....

Goodwill: Under IFRS companies

must reverse previous goodwill

amortisation and, rather than an

annual amortisation, must

undertake an annual impairment

review. As we saw in the period

after the dotcom crash of 2000,

impairment reviews are a pretty

subjective issue! We often reported

on companies, even after

impairment. carrying goodwill for

previous acquisitions which far

exceeded the market value of the

whole company Other than

creating extra fees for accountants,

do I believe that annual impairment

reviews will provide a better

 

comparison method? No. i think

almost every analyst will continue

to ignore goodwill

Holiday pay: Looking through the

new interim statements under

IFRS, there is one common entry.

All companies have reported the
accrued value of holiday pay. As
you know, staff tend to take
holidays in July and August, so at

the half year there is a

disproportionate amount of

holidays untaken. So a charge to

the P&L account is made for the

half year.

Of course this is reversed at the

full year. when all the holidays have

been taken.

It may sound trivial, but when you

look at the amount of work that

goes into calculating this and

reporting it in the thousands of

companies involved, the costs are

far from trivial. And has it helped

you better compare performance

between companies? I think not.

Of course, there are many other

changes under IFRS. Not least

recognising the costs of share-

based employee payments. But I

won't bore you with the intricacies

of the "Black Scholes" and ☜Monte

Carlo" pricing models in this article.

Whilst the accountants get rich

But, yet again. the only real

beneficiary of these changes

seems to be the accountants. One

of the companies in which I am

involved was charged £60,000 for

preparing interims under [PBS for

the rst time,

PwC have just reported a 12%

increase in UK revenues to

£1.7bn and an increase of 17%

in profits per partner to an

average of £620,000 each. PwC

reckon that lFRS has boosted

their revenues by EiOOm. I am

sure that results from Deloitte,

Ernst and Young and KPMG will

show similar excesses.

And all for what?

So far it seems that analysis are

finding it all so complex and

confusing that they are ignoring

the effects of IFRS in their

reporting.

I rest my case.

Footnote

As the measurement of profits

becomes more and more

subjective. there is one measure

that is FACT. That☁s cash. Maybe

we will, at long last, see analysts

pay more attention to reporting on

cash generation and how this

correlates to profits.

But a reversion to cash double-

entiy book keeping would be far

too simple. Just think of all the

fees the auditors would lose.

(Richard Holway)

O
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Computacenter

disappointing set of H1 gures,

emphasising the importance of

growing its services business as

the traditional technology business
continues to decline.

unveiled a

For the six months to 30 June

2005, revenues excluding

discontinued operations declined

6.3% (from H1 2004) to £1.15bn.

Operating pro t plunged 82% to
俉5.4m, and PET fell 73% to £8.2m.
Operating margins were slashed to

0.5% (versus 2.4% in H1 2004)

and net margins were 0.2% (versus

1.6% in H1 2004). Diluted EPS was

just 1.2p (versus 10.5p). Cash flow

was a better story, with net

operating cash now up at 5% of
revenues (versus 2% in H1 2004).

The UK saw revenues down 6%
at E716m and operating margin
almost halved to 2.1% (from
3.9% in H1 2004), Managed
services (essentially desktop-
oriented support and
maintenance) grew 1.3%. The
company blamed falling product
distribution sales and margins for
the UK☁s decline. adding ☜a
fundamental re♥engineering Of
our technology sourcing
business is now underway".

To emphasise its focus on services.
Computacenter is separating the
UK product»rese|ling and services
business organisationally, and
plans to report their results
separately at year-end. It has re»
organised the UK sales force.

revamping its commission system.
and has created a series of

solution♥focused business units to

target customers better. To hit mid-

market customers, it has
established a telesales business.

Germany saw revenues down 4%

Computacenter

Six months to 30 June 2005

15' sourcing

u lnlmat stun integration

 

(in sterling terms) at 俉300m, with

operating margins plunging from

6% in H1 2004 to ♥3.6%. Again,

services were the bright spot.

growing 6.5%. Computacenter

blamed dif cult economic

conditions. adding that the fruits of

its reorganisation earlier this year

will not be fully felt until 2006.

France saw revenues fall 14% and

operating margins down from ♥

1.4% to ♥6.3% Belgium and

Luxembourg saw a similar revenue

fall to £9.8m. with margins tuming

negative (from 0.6% to ♥1.1%).

In segment terms. the traditional

technology sourcing business

(78% of group revenues in H1) saw

revenues tall 10.5% to £894m. But

infrastructure integration services

also fell. by 10%, to £53m. Only

the managed services business

managed a rise (up 3.8%) to reach

£205m, but was down 3% on the

preceding six months.

Computacenter understandably

described H1 as ☜challenging☝.

blaming the overall declines in

revenues and margins on the woes

of the product☁reselling business.

especially in the UK. it expects the

UK product distribution business

to face ☜intense price competition☜

for the 'foreseeable future☜. as

SYSTEMHOUSE
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COMPUTACENTER SEES REVENUES AND

☜""°"☜'*☜'"☁°"m"""'" MARGINS SLIDE IN H1 2005

H1 2005 H1 2004
lm Change

- 998.8

58.7 ♥1o.o%[,

197.4 ' ' 3.8% J

vendors increasingly sell direct and

offer ever-lower discounts to

distributors and resellers.

Looking forward. Computacenter

said that trading in July and August

had been "subdued". particularly in

the UK. but that it expects

pro tability to improve in H2.

Comment: Back in March. we

congratulated Computacenter on

keeping margins and revenues

essentially at in a market that saw

product prices decline by 12% to

15% during 2004. ☜This is a

company doing a good job in a

bad market". we said. Things are

clearly worse now, and growth of

the managed services business is

simply not enough to make up for

the terrible market conditions in

product reselling. Furthermore,

with growth of just 1.3%. we

reckon Computacenter☁s UK

managed services business is

losing market share.

The separation of the UK services

and products business is

interesting ♥ is this the precursor

to a lull split? In March we

commented "the big question is

whether the reselling business

adds anything to the services

business, or whether it should be

separately owned".

[contlnued on page six]   
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[con rmed from page livsl

Computacenter must be asking

itself the same question. We think

that product reselling adds very

little, if anything at all. and is

clearly causing major problems at

Computacenter.

PSD

During the month the FF carried

details of a survey by e-skills UK

(the industry body for IT. telecoms

and contact centre employers).

which con rms what we all suspect

♥ demand for IT staff has stalled.

Following ve quarters of growth.

demand fell in 01 05.

e-skills believes the falling demand

primarily effected permanent staff.

and points to an increase in the

unemployment rate for the sector.

which rose for the rst time since

mid 2003. It also observed a 5% fall

in the number of advertisements for

IT staff in Q1. the rst decline for 18

months, in contrast. Q1 saw a 1%

decline in demand for lT

contractors, according to e-skills.

Meanwhile. we witnessed two.

very different. listed recruitment

businesses reporting their results.

PSD Group. an international

recruitment service rm with a

signi cant technology practice,

announced its interims. and

staf ng goliath Hays reported its

annual results.

PSD reported a "recovery of the

technology business☝. during the

six months to 30 June 2005. with a

21% increase in net fee income e.

the amount generated after pass

through revenue paid to

Contractors) to £4.7m. Within the

UK, the technology practice

delivered a 14% increase in NFI. so

the growth was clearly not limited

to overseas activities.

Total NFI across all sectors was up

We see life as a reseller getting

harder. not easier. Computacenter

has a £205m managed services

business that's growing. but not

fast enough. This business needs

all the management focus it can

PSD Group plc

Six months to 30 June 2005  

 

28% to 215.5m. and revenue was

up 32% to £27.0m resulting in a

significant improvement at the

bottom line as PBT rose 46% to

£2,3m. Diluted EPS increased from

3.7p to 6.6p.

Comparing the numbers to the

prior six months, there is also good

growth in the technology practice

(though not as stellar). with UK NFI

up 7%. and worldwide up 6%.

Meanwhile Fl'SEiOO constituent

Hays has reported its full year

results for the twelve months to 30

June 2005. saying. "the business

today is bigger, stronger, more

pro table and cash generative than

it has ever been before". Leaving

aside the divested operations, top

line revenue from recruitment

activities was up 18% to

俉1.640.4m. and NFI up 16% to

£470.6m. Drilling down Hays' IT

recruitment division generated net

tee growth of 25% to f☁29.3m.

Hays comments that they

experienced ☜very strong growth

from the permanent recruitment

business and double-digit growth

in contractor numbers".

 

get, which is why its organisational

separation looks a good idea.

Meanwhile. Computacenter has to

nd ways to manage the long-term

decline of the reselling business.

(Doug/as Hayward and Heather Brice)

PSD AND HAYS BUCK THE TREND

mm

Contrast these upbeat statements.

with recent warnings of weakened

market conditions from one of the

UK's leading lTSAs, Spring. lt

warned the market in June. and

again in July. that it was

experiencing a downturn in

contractor numbers and the

anticipated improvement in its

permanent recruitment division

had not occurred. Spring advised

that revenues for the six months to

June 2005. due to be reported in

the next few weeks. will show a

small decrease.

So what☁s going on? Both PSD

and Hays☁ results seem to y in the

face of the general market trend.

Perhaps the explanation lies in their

respective focus. PSD has a

particularly strong presence in the

permanent IT staf ng arena, and

has done for many years. so we

would expect them to see off less

focused. one-size♥ ts-all rivals. On

the other hand. Hays has scale.

and a ruthlessly ef cient back of ce

- essential for squeezing pro ts out

of those lower margin. higher

volume accounts. Within the

sector it is often 'accused' of

[continued on page seven]
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[continued from page six]

Hays pic

FYE: 30 June 2005

driving margins ever lower.

sacri cing margin lor turnover. But

its time to wake up! If this is the

case. then other ITSAs need to

accept that this is the shape of the

 

competitive landscape, and it's the

way things will stay Clearly Hays

can afford to outbid other lTSAs to

secure the volume deals. because

at the group level it continues to

SVSTEMHOUSE
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improve profits. and margins.

With an international footprint that

delivers around a quarter of

revenues. and a presence in

many verticals. its breadth means

that the fortunes in the UK IT

staf ng sector is hardly likely to

rock the boat.

As we have advised before. to

succeed in today's lTSA market.

you need to be very focused. or

very large. Players that are neither

will be relentlessly squeezed.

(Heather Brice)

MORSE REPORTS STRONG SERVICES GROWTH

IN FY05

Morse. the selfestyled ☜technology

integrator☝. has increased revenue

for the year to end June 2005 by

10% to £429.5m. Revenue from

continuing operations was roughly

at at 俉385,8m. During the year.

Morse made its biggest ever

acquisition when it bought

Diagonal for a net consideration of

£38.9m. Diagonal contributed

944.2m in revenue and returned to

growth with an increase in

annualised turnover of 13%.

Operating pro t from continuing

operations ♥ including £2.8m from

Diagonal ♥ improved from E7.4m to

俉10.7m. with total margin

improving to 2.4% from 1.9%. Pre-

tax losses deepened from £12,4m

to £18.3m. mirroring an increase in

goodwill to £23.2m.

During the year. Morse disposed of

its French operation which was

heavily weighted towards

infrastructure sales. to Opengate

Capital UK (Holdings) Limited for an

initial consideration of euro 1 (a

further euro 1 .0m is payable in cash

depending on the business

achieving certain nancial targets).

Comment: Value-added reselling is

dead. This was a bold statement

Morse FY 05 Revenue by activity

Total continuing revenue = £385.8m

Proprietary software
1%

from Duncan McIntyre. Chief

Executive of Morse. at the

company☁s FY 05 results

presentation All the more bold.

given that Morse's own heritage is

asaVAR. and in the year to end of

June 2005. the company derived

over half of revenues from

technology supply!

However. the business is in the

process of changing its locus ♥

Morse is transforming itself from a

pure reseller to a consulting.

technology and support

company. It will be a dif cult

iourney. but Morse has made

some good progress in 2005 ♥ a

year which McIntyre described

as ☜pivotal☝,

UK Technong
integration

49%

   

   

  
    

Management Consulting 3%

Business Consulting

1 6%

Services revenues rose 52%

during the year to 俉190.0m. 16%

organically. taking the

contribution close to half of total

turnover. Morse's long term

strategic aim is to generate

upwards of 70% of gross pro ts

from services. and in FY 05. the

proportion was 52% (57% if we

exclude France, which has been

sold off since the year end).

Morse's European business (which

comprises Germany & Austria.

Spain and lreland) is now in better

shape. Germany delivered ch0

growth to £76.6m. largely thanks to

the acquisition during FY04 or

Techsol. and returned to operating

pro t. The challenge here is that

[continued on page alghl]
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[continued «mm page seven]

sen/ices account for only a third, so

Morse is actively looking to develop

its management and business

consultancy capabilities. Spain

grew by 13% to £26.2m. but

operating pro t remained static at

£1.6m as Morse invested in its

services portfolio and support

structure, Meanwhile Ireland

"performed strongly", and Morse

reports that market conditions

remain good.

an mu - haunt-NI:qu

 

DRS Data & Research Services,

supplier of products and services

for marking examination papers.

and counting election papers, has

announced interim results for the

six months to 15 July 2005.

Revenue has declined 35% to

Beam and a PET of £0.8m is

now a loss before tax of £0.2m.

Diluted EPS, previously 2.36p. is

now 7 0.68p.

Comment: At rst glance, DRS'

results look somewhat alarming.

However. there were no nasty

surprises here. and this is very

much a company in transition.

The drop in revenue re ects that

fact that its 2004 results were

dominated by the London Mayor,

Assembly and European

Parliamentary election project,

which contributed cE4.0m in the

year as a whole. In addition,

although DRS gained some work

as a result of the General Election

earlier this year, it failed to secure

any "significant" election work,

SDL.☁ ☂;
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The challenge for Morse (as with all

other resellers aspiring to become

a services-oriented business) is to

grow the contribution from

consulting and support quickly

enough to offset the inevitable

decline in the technology-supply

side of the business. McIntyre said

that they are no longer interested in

fulfilment revenue for fulfilment

revenue sake, anticipating a run

rate of cE1 60m pa from technology

essentially because the use of

electronic counting or voting was

not permitted.

Looking at the results in more

detail. whilst total turnover fell

signi cantly with revenue from print

and scanning equipment both

suffering, the contribution from
software and services remained

pretty much unchanged,

As expected, the bottom line

took a battering as the company

invested in its e~Marker products

and services (which make the

marking of examination papers

more efficient). DRS also notes

DRS Data & Research Services

Six months to 1 5 July 2005

supply (compared to E188m in FY

05). as they deliberately exit those

accounts where they are unable to

up sell. This is a sensible thing to

do, but it does mean that

maintaining overall revenue growth

in the years ahead will be very
dif cult. without further acquisitions
♥ and we think that investors will be
looking for revenue and profits
growth from S/lTS companies
{Heather Brice)

DRS' INTERIMS REQUIRE CLOSER EXAMINATION

that the product still requires

substantial investment in the

short term. However, e-Marker

holds a lot of promise for DRS.

Three major awarding bodies in

England, Wales and Ireland have

used the technology to assist

with marking papers, and longer

term the take up of e-Marker will

lead to greater levels of recurring

contracted revenues. This has to

be good news. as for the time

being DFlS remains very

exposed to fluctuations in

revenues (and profits) inevitably

associated with the timing of

one-off contracts.

(Heather Brice)

 

SDL'S H1 05 PERFORMANCE TRANSLATES INTO

RECORD SALES AND OPERATING PROFITS

SDL, provider of multilingual

enterprise software for content

management, has announced

interim results for the six months to

30 June 2005. Revenue is up 11%

to £34.1m, operating pro t has

increased 85% to £3.0m and PET

has increased 91% to £3.1m.

Cash ow also improved, with a
74% increase in cash flow from

operating activities. Diluted EPS.

previously 1.97p, is now 3.09p.

[cnnlinued on page nine]
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Commenting on the outlook.

Chairman and CEO Mark

Lancaster said. ☜We are

continuing to see the bene ts of

our long-term investments in both

local geographic infrastructure

and software solutions, which we

anticipate will maintain the trend

of strong revenue growth and

increased pro t contribution".

Comment: After reporting pretty

much at revenues for FY04. its

good to see SDL rmly back in

growth mode. The 11% top line

growth is all organic. and even

more impressive is the uplift in

profits (and margins).

SDL is clearly bene ting from the

Netstore. the A|M~|isted provider of

outsourced applications

management, has turned in a pro t

in FY 05. Announcing its results for

the year to 30 June 2005, Netstore

revealed turnover up 3.5% to

£21,4m. with revenue from

continuing operations up 7.0% to

俉20.5m. Operating pro t. pre

goodwill amortisation. was £813K.

compared to a loss of EBK in FY

04. and PET was £658K.

compared to a LBT of £678K.

Diluted EPS is 1.43p (FY 04

LPS:0.14p).

The company also announced a

maiden nal dividend of 0.26p.

Commenting on the results Neil

Lloyd. CEO. said: ☁We continue to

meet our expectations and (that)

we have made substantial strategic

progress with our acquisitions:

adding scale, adding capability and

adding customers in our target

marketswe have reason to look

toward with con dence".

Comment: Netstore really has

need for all companies. not just

its technology♥oriented

customers. to grow their global

revenues in order to produce top

line growth. 80 whilst the

company can point to new sales

wins with organisations such as

Sony and Texas Instruments

during the period. it also picked

up orders from Hasbro and

Regus.

Following its acquisition of

TRADOS. its US rival, in July 05.

SDL has iurther consolidated its

grip on this niche market. The

next few months will be crucial.

as SDL must maintain its

momentum whilst integrating

TRADOS (both in terms of the

Netstore

FYE: 30 June 2005

Turnover

Gross pro t

Gross pro t margin

Operating pro t

Operating pro t margin

made progress in FY 05, both in

terms of strategy and nancial

performance. With regard to

strategy. Netstore provides

outsourced applications

management on a shared platform

basis. for mid♥market organisations.

Target markets are nance,

banking and insurance. the public

sector (excluding central

government) and telecoms.

During the course of the year the

company has focused on adding

scale and complementary services.

The acquisition of Oassium

Technologies in May 2005 added

business and technology

consultancy skills (speci cally

43.0%

3.8%

SVSTEMHOUSE
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product suite and sales and

marketing operations). The

company also intends to keep an

eye out for further acquisition

targets that provide

"geographical leverage and

potential technology in ♥ fills".

With a clutch of new customer

wins. and early adoption of its

new authoring software. the year

as a whole is shaping up well for

SDL. Providing technology that

offers customers real competitive

advantage. by speeding up time

to market of new products and

services in new geographical

markets. will continue to strike a

chord with many organisations.

(Heather Brice)

NETSTORE TURNS IN A PROFIT IN FY05

m

 

Microsoft based managed

services), in addition to bringing

new customers in the nance

arena. Since the year end Netstore

has acquired System Software

Services (888). an iT-security

company operating primarily in the

public sector n particular with local

authorities. police and NHS Trusts).

The combined turnover of these

two companies in their most recent

nancial years was 俉11.7m ♥

which represents a big step up

for Netstore.

Turning to the nancials. we are

pleased to see that Netstore has

got its house in order. with cash

ow from operations now positive ♥

[continued on page tan]
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[continued from page nine]

£12.4m compared to an cash cw of

£1.3m last year. The value of

business secured during the year

was up 59%. with new sales up

34%. and Netstore reports a strong

start to the year with the sales

pipeline at "record levels☝ and sales

orders ahead of target.

We agree with Lloyd that they have

reason to be con dent. Netstore is

emerging as an astute consolidator

in the fragmented mid-market. And

by virtue of what they do. they

enjoy high levels of recurring

revenues ♥ c70% in FY 05. The

challenge facing the company in

the year ahead is to continue

generating organic growth. whilst

keeping a close eye on margins.

{Heather Brice)

k3 ACQUISITIVE K3 ANNOUNCES H1 05 RESULTS

K3 Business Technology Group,

the AIM-listed provider of

Microsoft-based solutions to the

retail. distribution and

manufacturing sectors. has

announced results for the six

months to 30 June 2005. The

numbers are somewhat

complicated by the fact that K3

made two acquisitions and a

disposal in the last nancial year.

and a further acquisition in 02 05.

but in summary: total revenue is up

235% to £9.3m, with continuing

operations up 282% to £91m.

Operating pro t pre goodwill

amortisation improved signi cantly

from £0.1m to 俉0.9m, however

PET was lower at £0.07m

(compared to £1.2m) as H104 was

boosted by a £1.3m pro t on

disposal. Tax on profits in the

period led to a loss per share of

1.1p, compared to an EPS of 9.0p.

Commenting on the outlook,

Chairman George Matthews said

"We are particularly encouraged

by the performance of our retail

and manufacturing divisions and

view prospects for the group

overall with optimism

Comment: Following its

programme of acquisitions and

disposals. K3 now comprises three

distinct divisions.

' Retail, currently the largest

division with turnover of £6.8m,

is primarily based on the

acquisition of K3 Landsteinar in

  

October 2004. K3 was

"delighted" with its performance.

pointing to seven new contract

wins worth £6.7m. and

"significant growth" in

consultancy services on the

back of a contract with

Carpetright.

- Distribution (which includes

Euclid, acquired April 2004)

experienced a slower than

expected order intake in H1,

resulting in revenues of £0.8m.

Profitability was also depressed

by investment in upgrading the

warehouse management

software, However, K3 picked

up some new business, and is

encouraged by the sales

pipeline.

- Meanwhile manufacturing

delivered revenues marginally

ahead of 2004 levels. at £1.9m,

The existing manufacturing

software operation "turned in

another good performance" and

improved profitability. and the

addition of IEG (in June) made a

small contribution. Going

forward. K3 sees "tremendous

scope" for cost savings and for

cross-selling IEG's

complementary software.

K3☁s transformation over the

past year has better positioned it

for growth. We expect

manufacturing to continue to be

a tough sector in which to make

a living, and the distribution

division is still very much a

minnow. But K3 is building up

momentum. and scale, in

servicing the mid-market,

especially in retail.

(Heather Brice)

K3 Business Technology Group

Revenue by division H1 05

Total revenue = £9.3m

    
Manufacturing 24%

Distribution 9%

1 Retail 67%  
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PARITY lN H1: REBALANCE, REALISM,

Parity, the IT staf ng and solutions

company. has released its results

for the six months ended 30 June

2005. Revenue has grown by 7%

to 俉88.8m, but the company has

reversed last year's first half

operating pro t of£903k. reporting

a £985k operating loss. Loss

before tax has come in at £1,9m,

compared to a £203k pro t last

year. Diluted loss per share was

0.64p compared to a pro t of

0.05p last year.

Comment: The venue for Parity's

H1 analyst meeting set the tone

for an update from management

where the theme was operational

realism As part of its recovery

strategy, Parity has made

signi cant strides to sub-let or re-

use empty properties. We met

with the new Executive chairman,

John Hughes and the new Head

of Finance, Ed Watkinson, at what

was previously an unused

prOperty but is now the

company's HQ.

For Parity, the past months have

all been about cost reductions

and it's clear Hughes has made

his mark in this respect. Property,

we've mentioned, but other

activities include: reducing capex

to an absolute minimum,

terminating a large contract with

its desktop and network support

provider, reducing the cost base

of the training business and

centralising finance and HR

functions

UK resourcing - revenue

increase, margin decline

The resourcing business grew

26% in the last full year and 14%

in the last six months. In the UK,

the business grew 17.8%. Parity

says that growth came primarily

RECOVERY *UPDATE*

Parity revenue split H1 2005

Total revenue = £88.79m

Training 12%

through its public sector business.

while the corporate market

showed "modest" growth. But

revenue is only half the story. The

problem for Parity is that much of

its resourcing business is driven

by lower♥margin preferred supplier

arrangements. Parity has now

taken steps to build a spot

business (which is higher margin

business) from literally nothing.

This business will take a while to

create. so the bene ts may take

some time to lter through. In

parallel. Parity needs to find

Opportunities to provide more

valueadded services in order to

differentiate itself from competit0rs

and boost margin.

Solutions (SI and consulting) -

revenue flat, margin slumps

Compared with the rst half of

2004, the rst six months of 2005

were pretty awful for the solutions

business. Margin slumped from

10.7% to 0.35% on flat sales.

There's something of a ☁re»

balancing act☁ going on at the

moment as Parity invests in sales

people. consultants and

   Solutions 14%

Resourcing 74%

programmers and slims down on

higher-level management. What

we see as also being signi cant,

though, is its move to realign its

aspirations. Perhaps Parity's

biggest downfall in the past has

been its '90 shoot the moon'

mentality. Hughes recalls

occasions when sales people were

Chasing deals in the order of

ESOm-fItOOm. Now that Parity has

a tighter grip on what is realistic, it

must focus its energies on winning

the winvable.

Training - revenue declines

6.5%, losses deepen

Our view for some time has been

that Parity should consider the sale

of its loss-making training

business. The market is over♥

supplied and web-based training

has eaten into the market for lower

value training. Furthermore, the

business carries a large cost base

in the form of trainers and training

properties. Parity has attempted to

address the problems here, but we

wonder if Hughes will look to do

something more radical a little way

down the line. (Kale Hanaghan)
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Compel, a provider of IT rentals

and IT solutions. increased

revenue for the year to end June

2005 by 25% to 俉79.0m, Its

rentals business grew revenue by

15% to £13.1m, while its

Enterprise solutions business

increased revenue by 27% to

£65.9m. Group operating margin

before exceptional costs and

goodwill amortisation increased

from 1.9% to 2.8%. while at the

ore♥tax level the company moved

from a loss last year of £327k to a

pro t of £812k. Diluted EPS was

1.8p. an improvement on last

year's loss of 0.9p.

Comment: Clearly this year has

been a really good one for

Compel. It's won a good stash of

new customers. notably in the

ERP area where it has inked deals

to supply new systems to

customers such as Manchester

Airport. But even by its own

COMPEL RACKS UP A GOOD YEAR

Revenue and contribution progress FY 04IFY 05

7O
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Hamilton rentals

admission. revenue growth of 25%

and margin improvement of almost

a full percentage point is not

sustainable in today's market.

Although we believe growth will

moderate in the current year. all the

signs are that it will still be well in

excess of our forecast for the

S/ITS market of 59%.

Going fonNard. Compei's Oracle

business will continue to play an

essential role in bringing in new

   

     

65.90

I Conlnbution FY 04

E] Turnover FY 04

D Contnbulion FY 05

l Turnover FY 05

Enterprise solutions

customers. If Compel can retain

these customers on a long term

basis ♥ and it has proved in the

past that it is very capable of doing

this a we think the company can

feel positive about its future. But we

also think that an acquisition in the

Oracle space wouldn't be a bad

idea. But asCEO Neville Davis puts

it, the company will no doubt have

to kiss a lot of frogs before it nds

its Prince Charming, Happy

courting. Neville! (Kate Hanaghan)

♥NSB'S UK FEES DOUBLE IN FIRST HALF
NSB Group
♥

NSB Retail, the AIM listed retail

software company. has revealed

strong growth in the UK market in

the rst six months to 30 June

2005. Although the Canadian

headquartered company has

reported total revenue up just

2.6% to 222,2m. operating pro t

has shot up by 35% to 俉3.4m (a

15% margin). with pro t before tax

up 45% to 俉3.5m.

An extraordinary gain on the sale

of its UK business to BT last year

boosted net pro tability last year

by about £10.5m. which has

resulted in earnings per share

coming in 73% lower (atOBip)

than the previous first half.

However. discounting the 俉10.5m

  

gain from last year reveals net

pro ts were up by 65%.

Comment: North American

focused N88 has certainly turned

the business around from two

years ago when revenue fell by

12%. Part of its restructuring

involved the sale of its UK business

to BT, which is now NSB's

exclusive distributor here.

Although overall revenue growth is

not too impressive. the royalty fees

from BT's sales of N88 software in

the UK have doubled to EBOOk in

this period. due in part to the

introduction of a new

merchandising product that NSB

delivered to ET in December 2004,

But NSB's focus is clearly on

North America. where it

generates 96% of its revenue.

and the company only really has

one toe left in the UK market.

where the tone is being set by

aggressive consolidator Torex

Retail. Torex will ultimately turn its

head towards the North

American market. and we

wonder if NSB could be a

candidate for its shopping list.

Indeed. at the end of September

Torex announced the proposed

acquisition of Canadian firm

Systech Retail Systems Corp for

up to C$38.5m ♥ bringing it

straight onto NSB's home turf.

(Samad Masood)
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LogicaCMG posted its H1 2005

results in late August. Overall.

group revenues grew 11% to just

under £892 (up 8% excluding the

Edinfor outsourcing business that

came on stream on 20 April).

driven mainly by growth from

outsourcing contracts. Group
operating margin was 4.6%. up

from 4.1% in H1 2004. Orders

were strong. driven by

outsourcing. and the book»to-bill

ratio was just under 1.6 to 1.

Outsourcing is now 28% of IT

services revenue. versus 27% in

H1 2004.

The core IT services business
(87% of total revenues) saw

revenues rise 11.5% (8.6%
organically), driven by growth in
the UK and Netherlands. But the
IT services operating margin was

51%, down from 5.7% in H1

2004. The two homeland
geographies (UK and

Netherlands) grew and remained

profitable. but Germany and
France remain loss»making. The

Wireless Networks software

business was profitable for the

second quarter. albeit on 1%

operating margin.

The UK grew a healthy 10.1% to

£370m. but operating margin was

9.4% - down from 10.7% in H1

2004, hit by some lower-value

materials revenues associated with

the start of some major contracts.

The UK experienced continued

pricing pressure on short<term

time and materials engagements.

especially in telecoms,

 

LogicaCMG said that "many of

our customers are planning to

spend more on external IT

services this year", It expects

organic revenue growth of about

5% this year.

A few weeks later. in mid♥

September, LogicaCMG

announced it was buying Unilog.

the French IT consultancy and

systems integrator. The offer values

Unilog at euro 930m and will ♥ if

completed ♥ create the tenth

largest IT services house in Europe.

with 27.000 employees and pro

forma 2004 sales of $2.1 billion.

Comment: The Unilog

acquisition gives LogicaCMG

critical mass in a third European

geography (after the UK and

Benelux). lifting it to the upper

reaches of the European Tier 2.

Unilog is strong in IT consulting.

and its CEO Didier Hermann

suggested that his company has

a few tricks to teach LogicaCMG

here. If so. this could strengthen

LogicaCMG's story in

transformational outsourcing.

where (in perception. at least) it's

rather weak.

One concern is that margins in IT

services were disappointing in H1.

This was partly thanks to the new

IFRS accounting standard. and

partly to lower♥margin revenues

associated with the beginning of

big outsourcing contracts.

As the outsourcing portfolio

matures. the revenue rniX

SYSTEMHOUSE
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LOGICACMG REPORTS GROWING SALES ♥

AND BUYS UNILOG

should improve.

Overall. LogicaCMG is doing a

good job of building up its

outsourcing revenues quickly

without diluting margins to much

♥ especially in the UK.

We had three main concerns

about the H1 results. First. the

publicvservices engine in the UK

looks like it's now coasting rather

than accelerating. CEO Martin

Read said this "reinforces the

importance of having a balanced

portfolio." and we agree, Second.

LogicaCMG faces continued

exposure to pricing pressure from

Indian and other offshore

outsourcers. UK MD Guy Warren

says the solution is to emphasise

the company's project-

management abilities and its

industry and process expertise.

as well as its willingness to offer

fixed-price. fixed-time

engagements in which it assumes

significant project risk. We agree.

Third. we think that LogicaCMG

isn't making the most of its

consulting abilities. It tends to see

IT consulting as subordinate to

outsourcing. and fed by the latter.

But consulting should play an

important role in winning

outsourcing and system~

integration work. not just vice

versa. A bit more self»con dence

and aggression here wouldn't

hurt. The Unilog acquisition could

be just the trick ~ the French

company has a strong consulting

tradition. (Kale Hanaghan)
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Microgen. the software, services

and consulting rm, has delivered

an impressive improvement in

operating margin to 15.6% from

10.9% for the six months to end

June. Revenues were almost flat

at £21 .2m, but the company has

quite significantly shifted its

revenue profile, 57% of total

revenue now comes through the

company☁s proprietary software,

compared to 32% during the

equivalent period last year. In

addition, 63% of revenue is now

derived from the financial services

sector, versus 46% last year. PBT

increased 45% to 俉3,6m from

俉2.5m, while EPS improved from

2.3p to 2.6p.

The company has also restated

its 2004 results under IFRS. As a

result, PBT for the full year in

2004 moved from £1.1m to

£3.7m, while EPS moved from

0.2p to 3.1;).

Comment: Clearly Microgen is

getting a few tricks right here. The

upward shift in operating margin

is predominantly down to the

increasing proportion of its

software business, which now

accounts for more than half of

Group revenue, Additionally,

Microgen has retrained more

consultants allowing the

company to reduce its exposure

MICROGEN RACKS UP IMPRESSIVE MARGIN

IMPROVEMENT

Microgen revenue split H1 2005

Total revenue = £21.2m (£21.1m)

Consultancy

20% (40%)

Managed services

23% (28%)

to lower margin work (the more

general IT consulting) and

increase consultant fee rates.

Software. when done right,

usually carries higher margins

that IT services. While we advise

companies to choose between

being a software house and a

services house in order to focus

their efforts better, we

nevertheless think that

proprietary software can be used

as a competitive differentiator by

services houses - as long as this

doesn☁t result in loss of

management focus,

Executive Chairman Martyn

Ratclit☁te said in a statement that

the company is continuing to feel

the benefits of scale achieved

through its acquisition strategy.

Certainly our view is that the

  
Software
57% (32%)

company has done a good job of

integrating these purchases.

However. Ratcliffe also

acknowledged "Group operating

margin is currently at the upper

end for companies of Microgen's

size and sector☜. We have no

doubt Microgen is looking to

increase its scale and, if the right

opportunity comes along, it could

well buy something relatively big.

While its strategy of focusing on

IPRAled consultancy is serving it

well on the pro ts front. even

Microgen cannot escape the low-

growth environment of the IT
services market. The company
noted that while market
conditions improved in late 2004,

the recovery has since been

"erratic and less predictable".

(Kate Hanaghan)

SPRING BRACES ITSELF FOR A TOUGH WINTER

As previewed in a warning from

management in July, Spring

Group has suffered during the

first half of the year with revenues

down 4.0% and the dissolution of

its 0.7% operating margin. The

operating loss (before

reorganisation costs and

amortisation and impairment of

intangibles) stands at £2.0m for

the six months to end June 2005.

Across its divisions. the

performance was as follows:

- Spring Technology (the bit we're

interested in) saw revenues

decline 4.6% to £192.0m and

moved from a 1.5% margin to a

loss of EZOOk. Within this division,

Contracting Services declined

6.0% to £171.2m and saw

[continued on page mtuan]
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margin squeezed from 1.76% to

1.22%. The Specialist Services

business increased revenues by

6.0% but became lossemaking.

Buchanan Scott, Spring's

executive search business,

declined 13% to £1.3m and saw

losses deepen hy-phen, the

managed recruitment business,

saw revenues increase 29% from

a very low base of £700k; its

losses deepened slightly to

E600k.

I Spring Personnel saw at sales

(£27.9m) and a slight reduction in

pro ts from 俉500k to £400k.

Spring☁s shares dropped almost

11.0% during early trading on the

day of the results announcement

to hit63.11p.

Comment: Spring's reliance on

the provision of IT contractors to

its major clients is clearly causing

problems. And with a margin last

year of just 1.76% on the

contractor business, even a

relatively small decline in

revenues is enough to drag it into

losses Our overall view of the

market for IT staff is that, like the

S/ITS market more generally.

single~digit growth will be the

theme for the coming years.

To attract margin of more than

2.0%, suppliers need to be more

than a "one size ts all" out t. So

for instance. we'd also

recommend to Parity, which

released its interims on Tuesday, to

really focus on creating services

that add value and differentiate it

from other competitors in the line»

  

Capgemini released its H1 2005

results last month [September],

with revenues growing

impressively by 17.1% year-on♥

SYSTEMHOUSE
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Spring technology revenue split
Total revenue = £192m (£210n1)

Buchanan Scott
0.70% (0.75%) I

Specialist Sen/ices

1 0% (8.8%)

hyphen

0.5% (0.35%)

 

Contracting Services
89% (90.2%)

up, This means becoming more

strategically involved with clients -

not just ☁transacting' with them »

and providing services such as the

assessment of staf ng and training

needs.

To protect both margin and

revenue from the volatility of the IT

staf ng market, we recommend

that suppliers are not over-reliant

on one revenue stream. Of course.

this is what has hurt Spring during

the period; major clients required

fewer contractors with very serious

consequences for Spring, which

sees 78% of its total revenues

coming from iT contracting

services.

Recent results from other [T

staffing agencies show that

breadth of sen/ices, or a focus on

more pro table services, is really

key. For example, Harvey Nash

has a wide (but not shallow) spread

meaning that its 02 was strong

year (21% organically) to reach

eur03,472m, while operating

margin reached 1.8% (compared

to minus 1.5% in H1 2004 and 

and "better than expected".

Meanwhile, F☂SD☁s strong

historical focus on permanent

staf ng enabled it to register a

14% increase in net fee income

within its UK technology practice.

While Spring's (largely)

permanent business. Specialist

Services, increased revenue by

6.0%, it saw last year☁s 2.5%

margin dissolve into a loss of

£1.2m. This is a warning to

Spring that it must not rely on

significant revenue growth as the

driver of profits.

The bad news is that although

Richard Barfield, CEO, says

Spring is "well positioned to trade

into improved market conditions".

he also admits that the "weak

trading conditions..,of the

second quarter...appear unlikely

to improve materially during the

second half". it's going to be a

tough Autumn (and Winter) for

Spring. (Kate Hanaghan)

%CAPGEMINI RAISES ITS MARGINS IN H1 - BUT
AP ☁

OUTSOURCING NEEDS ATTENTION
0.6% in H2 2004). Pre-tax margin

was 3.3% (versus minus 4.9% a

year before) and net margin was

3% (versus minus 5.1%), thanks

[continued on page sixteen]
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(continued from page eonl

in part to disposals. Capgemini

was in the black with a net margin

of 1.7% (versus minus 5.3% in

H1 2004).

Operating cash flow was 3% of

revenues (versus minus 5.1% in

H1 2004), thanks in part to

disposals. But even excluding

disposals, cash flow was positive.

the rst time for years in H1.

Outsourcing is still loss♥making,

(minus 1.8% operating margin,

up from minus 2.4%), thanks to

big ramp♥up costs on two major

contracts. TXU and Schneider.

The UK's Aspire contract is nicely

profitable. however ~ we estimate

it has an 8% operating margin.

Consulting services raised its

margin to 1.3% (from break♥even

0.2%) and the core systems

integration business raised its

operating margin to 3.1% (from

minus 4.9%).

The UK grew revenues by 62%

(65% organically) to reach euro

864m (£593m). on the back of

the Aspire outsourcing mega-

deal. with country operating

margin up to 3.2% (versus minus

2.2% in H1 2004 and a positive

26% in H2 2004)

Profitability improved year-on♥

year in all European geographies,

notably the Nordics (5.5%

operating margin. versus minus

2.7%) and the UK 8. Ireland (3.2%

operating margin versus minus

2.2%).

Comment: Capgemini's recovery

is continuing slowly but surely. The

positive cash flow is a good sign,

as is the improvement in margins.

These are still too low, of course.

but as the outsourcing mega♥deals

approach pro tability, and as the

North American operation gets

xed, Capgemini will start to look a

lot better.

COO Pierre Danon says the

outsourcing operating margin

target is 8%, and he admits that

this will take some time to reach.

Given that outsourcing is the

engine of growth. making it

pro table is Capgemini's number-

one priority.

in the UK, ironically, it☁s

outsourcing that☁s raising

profitability. The territory's

consulting division has vew low

profitability. despite rising

utilisation rates, and it's Aspire

that's keeping the show going in

pro t terms. UK consulting and

systemaintegration margins are

still in the low single digits,

We think Capgemini has many

strengths. include a Wide
portfolio of services and a

consulting capability with a Big

Four heritage. But it☁s brand is

still damaged by the years of

under-performance and the

difficult integration of E&Y

Consulting. and it☁s relied on

Aspire for growth and profitability

for the last year. Now that Aspire

has been fully on stream for a

year, it ceases to be a growth

story. and the UK must find

revenue growth elsewhere.

We understand that Atos

Consulting has much higher

margins than Capgemini's UK

consulting operations, and we

suspect that growth in consulting

(and SI) is low single digits at

best. We think these low margins

and growth are not a general

market issue A they're a

Capgemini issue.

We suspect that Capgemini has

not yet got its consulting

operation working in sync with its

outsourcing and systems

integration unit, in the way that

others - like Accenture and Atos -

have already done. That☁s surely

a priority for UK MD Mark Porter.

who was singled out for praise by

Danon recently for getting the UK

back to (low) profitability.

(Douglas Hayward)

MACRO 4 SEES LIGHT AT END OF TUNNEL

Macro 4, the document

management and mainframe

systems software company, has

grown revenues by 5.9% to

£33m. with operating profits

(including amortisation and before

exceptional items) up 42% to

£1.9m for the year ended 30 June

2005. Exceptional costs of

£1.1m. mostly due to

redundancies. brought pro t

before tax to £794k, down 24%

on last year☁s equivalent. Diluted

earnings per share were up 52%

to 2.9p,

The real good news is that CEO

Ronnie Wilson now expects

Macro 4☁s legacy systems

management revenue to end its

eight♥year decline sometime over

this coming December and

January period. and that

recurring maintenance revenue

will now cover further

declines,

Comment: As we have said

before. Macro 4 needs to be

viewed as two separate

businesses: Business Information

Logistics (document

management) - the growth

engine, with revenues up 19.6%

to £16.2m; and Systems

Management Products, which

has battled the decline of its

any

[continued on page seventeen]
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legacy VM/VSE user base by

moving onto 08/390 and

08/400 platforms. Revenues for

SMP were up4.4% to £16.9m for

the year.

However. SMP is considerably

more pro table than the younger

BIL business, and boasts a 23%

operating margin (before

exceptionals. amortisation and

tax). though that has declined

from 27% last year. For its part.

Atos
Origin    

Atos Origin's results for the half♥

year to 30 June 2005 showed

worldwide operating pro t up 18%

in organic terms at eur0183m (a

67% operating margin. versus

6.3% in H1 2004). on revenues up

organically 8.1% at eur02.725m.

Net income was eur0121m. a net

margin of 4.5% (versus 1.1% in H1

2004). and net debt fell signi cantly

from euro491m to euroSGSm.

Cash flow from operations was

8.1% of total revenues. thanks in

part to disposals.

Profitability in key European

geographies generally changed

little. The UK saw operating margin

up slightly from 8% to 8.3%. but

(as we reported previously) did

disappointingly in revenue terms.

with revenues down 1.3% in

organic terms at eur0588m

(E404m). thanks to a contract that

was not renewed in April. Atos

said that had it not been for that

rogue contract. revenue growth

would have been 4% in H1.

including 6% growth in 02.

Atos repeated its expectation of

full♥year group organic revenue

growth of 8% upwards, adding

that it now expects operating

margin of 7.5% to 8%. These

gures are reported under IFRS

BIL has reached profitability this

year. with a 2621k pro t (before

exceptionals. amortisation and

tax). up from a £970k loss

last year.

Now that Macro 4 can see the

light at the end of the tunnel. the

real question for Wilson and his

team is what next? The company

recently split the two businesses

into separate profit and loss lines.

and has now appointed each

standards. which involve some

restating of H1 2004 gures.

Comment: At group level. this

was a good performance. Among

service lines, the star performer

was Consulting. which recorded

revenue growth of 12.6% (13.6%

organically) to reach eur0227m.

and a whopping increase in

operating margin from 6.5% to

just under 15%. Consulting clearly

outstripped performance in

systems integration and

outsourcing. and Atos says that

the unit is now driving growth in

the two other service lines. adding

that Consulting is now "fully

integrated with delivery

operations". We see this as

con rmation of our oftenarepeated

thesis that a strong consulting

capability ~ if managed well - can

add significant value to an

outsourcing / systems integration

business. creating a growth

engine in which all three elements

feed each other☂s growth.

The UK's profitability is pretty

good. This is a tightly run

operation that has turned its

consulting arm from a potential

liability into a source of strength.

We think that Atos Origin UK has

some interesting plans to turn
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division with its own CEO 7 new

joiner Michael Brand for BIL. with

COO Alan Sloan expanding his

role to include taking the reins at

SMR Although Macro 4 has not

confirmed anything. the

temptation to sell off one of these

two diverse businesses must be

enormous. it may only be a

matter of time before we hear of

an M80. lPO or sale to another

vendor coming from Macro 4.

(Samad Masood)

ATOS ORIGIN GROWS MARGINS lN H1 2005

consulting into a creative front-end

that feeds the BPO. outsourcing

and systems integration arms. But

despite this progress. the UK is

not yet a growth machine in the

manner of Accenture.

is that a problem? Yes, in the

sense that Atos Origin wants to be

a Top 3 player in the UK. and that

won't happen organically at this

rate. Unless some huge mega,

deals appear out of the blue.

another big acquisition is the way

forward in the UK. now that Sema

looks well digested.

But slow organic growth is

arguably preferable to growth that

dilutes margins. Look at the

problems that Accenture has with

its NHS megadeals; it will have

lost up to E150m on the NHS

contracts in its 2005 nancial year

just ended. and further (though

lesser) losses are due this year.

Accenture☁s NHS work only turns

pro table in FY 2007, a big

disappointment for the pioneer of

transformational outsourcing. Atos

actually managed to increase UK

margins the year it absorbed

Sema. so acquisition is a credible

route forward for Atos Origin in the

UK. You can☁t say that about many

other companies. {Kale Hanaghan)
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FDM☁S 'MOUNTIES☁ PLAY CRUCIAL ROLE

FDM Group, the IT staf ng and

professional sen/ices company,

has released its maiden interim

results since floating on AIM on 7

April 2005. Revenues for the

company have risen by 4.2% to

£16.4m. with operating profit

(before the E497k spent on the

lPO) up 12.8% to 俉924m.

However. lPO costs contributed

to profit before tax falling 51%

year on year to E400k, and

diluted earnings per share fell by

78% to 0.5p. due in part to the

payment of a 0.5p interim

dividend.

Comment: After releasing its rst

set of results since flotation. we

caught up with the management

at FDM Group, the IT staf ng and

professional services company.

FDM☁s model is one that we

believe could provide a cushion

for its profits against a more

general backdrop of low single♥

digit growth in the UK IT sen/ices

market.

The company focuses on high

margin contracts; you won't see

FDM chasing preferred supplier

contracts with lower margins ♥

"we're not going to play that

(if)lt\\Vl.l.l.m

Cornwell Management

Consultants reported a good H1

2005, but the company's private♥

sector business is still not taking off

the way it wants. The AlM~quoted

consultancy which specialises in

public-sector lT♥related consulting

reported rstehalf revenues up 12%

at £10m, with operating (EBID

pro t up 15% at £815k.

Operating margin was up slightty at

8.1% (versus 7.9% in H1 2005)

Split of Gross Profit by division

Freelance contractors
48%

game", says CEO Rod Flavell. A

proportion of the staff it places

are its own in-house trained

consultants (or 'Mounties' as

FDM likes to call them) that are

focused on Java and .NET

technologies FDM invests CCZOk

in training up a consultant, who

will then be tied in to a two-year

contract It also places other IT

contractors, although this activity

is not as profitable as the former.

Progress since this time last year

has been steady with gross

profits increasing from 19% to

19.5%. Flavell says demand for

and pre-tax margin was 9.7%

(versus 81%), thanks in part to the

sale of the company's former

headquarters. Net margin was

6.9% and diluted EPS was 4.1p -

down from 4.6p in H1 2004, partly

as a result of new shares issued

dun'ng the AIM oat late last year.

Cornwell reported rising average

fee and utilisation rates (the latter

rose to 77%, from 72% in H1

2004) during the quarter. Cash ow

IT training
/ 7%

IT professional sen/ices
159

Mounties
30%

FDM☁s contractors is 'strong☁ and

that the IT staf ng market is, in his

view, growing 'steadily☁. Revenue

growth in the rst half was a

modest 4.2% and, going forward,

we expect growth to come

through the addition of new

customers. FDM is right to focus

on bringing in new clients in order

to grow revenues ♥ it would be

wrong to rely on the market alone

for improvements to the top line.

The signs are promising here with

a 20% increase in the customer

base in H1, Without doubt. the

'Mountie' model would have

helped here, {Kate Hanaghan)

CORNWELL DOES WELL IN H1 2005, BUT

PRIVATE SECTOR DISAPPOINTS

was negative, thanks to a urry of

unpaid public-sector invoices

expected to be paid in H2 The

only real bad news was private♥

sector revenue down 45% at

俉0.7m, caused chie y by declines

in nancial services. Cornwell says

it has taken action ♥ including staff

changes ♥ to reverse the decline.

The company got 93% of its

revenue from the public sector in

H1 2005. It got 3% of revenues

from nancial services.

[continued on page nineteen]
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Comment: Cornwell is a good

consultancy that's found a good

niche. We like its positioning as the

"trusted adviser" to CIOs and

decision makers. helping them to

select and manage their suppliers

and to plan and oversee big IT

projects, And its public~sector

focus has worked well over the last

few years.

But it☁s got challenges it it wants to

grow fast. Utilisation rates are

surely approaching their peak. and

average fee rates probably don☁t

have much more headroom. Push

é? origiibio

We sometimes get asked whether

IT services companies should

develop software packages to sell

to their customers. We warn them

against charging down the road of

selling stand♥alone software

packages. which we feel often

leads to dangerous diversions. But

we nevertheless believe that

intellectual property is an essential

part of any service house's working

capital, and that proprietary

software can be a powerful

differentiator for services companies.

Take London-based systems

integrator Edenbrook for

example. Edenbrook expects

revenues of £17m this year. it☁s

backed by VC vehicle Elderstreet

and has around 180 staff.

Edenbrook gets its revenues from

81 (systems integration) work based

around two main technology

platforms: Oracle's E»business

suite. and Microsoft's .NET

platform (and its Axapta ERP

product). It develops and sells

niche software packages that sit on

top of these big ERP suites. but

without challenging the latter.

Co-founder and director Steve

Anderson expects growth in the

'mid 20 percent' range next year,

versus 70% (60% organic) this

year He expects pretax margins

this year of 8%. growing next year

utilisation rates too high. and you

burn out the staff. Push fee rates

too high. and you price yourself out

of accounts.

The public sector can't drive IT

consulting growth forever. Cornwell

must raid the private sector for new

sources of revenue growth. The

acquisition of outsourcing adviser

Quantum Plus last month was a

good move. bringing in private

sector clients. and we'd like to see

this replicated in the financial

sen/ices area, where Cornwell

wants to expand next.

to about 10%. His long-term target

is double-digit pre-tax margin. "If

we stopped growing right now. we

could add 3 to 4 percentage points

onto the margin immediately☜. He

adds that Edenbrook is seeing

demand growth among

customers. "There are a lot of

people on old mainframes and IBM

mid-range systems who want to

implement Web services

architecture. and who want the

platform that they use to be more

open".

For us. Edenbrook is an interesting

example of an integrator pursuing

the right strategy in today☁s market.

It☁s building niche vertical and

technology focus - for example. it☁s

developed modeling tools for

managing Oracle upgrades and

business-intelligence software

being used in the leisure and

hospitality and utilities sectors.

While we advise clients to choose

between being a services house or

a software house. we add an

important rider: that repeatable

intellectual property (meaning

methodologies and software -

chiefly the latter) can be an

excellent source of differentiation

for systems integrators and IT

consultancies.

Not only can proprietary software

help to win the deal. supporting it
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Cornwell obviously has a good

understanding of government. but

the language and mindset of

financial services customers is

markedly different. even if the

underlying work involved is similar.

Despite its strengths. Cornwell

might struggle to exploit a heavily

governmentAfocused brand in

financial sen/ices. lt's rightly

cautious about acquisitions. but if it

can spot a Quantum»like player in

financial services. it would be

strengthened with new blood and

increased brand credibility.

(Douglas Hayward)

EDENBROOK: GROWING FAST WITH THE HELP

' OF lNTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

later helps to maintain and

deepen the client relationship. Just

look at all the systems integrators

now offering application support

and maintenance services. The big

problems only come when

suppliers allow their software

businesses to zoom off in different

directions from the rest of the

company.

it's often said that W services is

about people. True. but what

makes the difference between a

staf ng agency selling bodies and a

good consultancy ntegrator is not

just good people. important though

they are. it's the web of intellectual

property that binds these people

together. spreading best practice
and time-saving ef ciencies

through the organisation. ensuring

that he organisation shares

knowledge and eXploits its

investments property.

Selling on the basis that you have

the best people in the business is

not a particularly original sales

story, even when backed by good

customer references. Our advice: if

you want to build a successful

business, make sure you build and

maintain repeatable intellectual

property. be it software or

methodologies. Along with good

people. it☁s the intangible working
capital of lT services.

(Douglas Hayward)
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CODA j/scisys

CODASciSys, the software and

services company that targets the

accounting. space and defence

sectors, has revealed flat organic

revenue in its results for the rst

half ended 30 June 2004, but

profitability has improved

signi cantly.

Total revenue for the company

grew 3.7% to £35.3m, thanks

mainly to the acquisition of

distribution partner CODA

France, which added £837k to

revenue, Operating pro ts (after

tax, amortisation and exceptional

items) were up an impressive

75% to 俉3.3m, with pro t before

tax up 80% to 俉3.4m. Diluted

earnings per share have more

than doubled to 9.4p, and the

company has announced an

interim dividend of 2p per share.

Comment: The great news here

is the pro tability The accounting

solutions focused CODA

business is running at a 14.5%

operating margin (after

amortisation). compared to 10%

last year. The company's small

Business Collaborator division

has also recorded a 25k pro t

Sirius Financial Solutions.

supplier of software and services

to the insurance and nancial

services industry, has produced a

strong improvement in pro ts for

the six months ended June 2005,

While revenues inched up just

2%. the operating margin (before

goodwill amortisation) improved

from 4.9% to 70%. Profit before

tax improved from just E8k to

£242k. Diluted EPS was 0.6p4

from last year's loss of 0.2p.

CODASCISYS ACHIEVES SIGNIFICANT PROFITS

GROWTH

CODASciSys H1 2005 revenue breakdown

Business Collaborator

and SciSys Commercial
4%

    
after last year's £355k operating

loss (after amortisation).

Shareholders' response to the

results was muted with a meagre

06% share price rise on the

morning of the announcement.

But with a value of £4.27 at the

end of the month, CODASciSys'

shares are still up 33% year on

year - a pretty good result.

Despite chairman Mike Love's

statements that CODASciSys's

markets are beginning to "show

renewed signs of growth", there is

little here to show that organic

Stephen Verrall. Chairman and

Group CEO, said: "Sirius is well

placed to continue growing top

line revenues and improve

profitability. . . "

Comment: On the profits front,

the turning point for Sirius came

during its last full year (to

December 2004) when it

registered a signi cant jump. The

transition in its model from

perpetual licensing to term

ll
CODA France
2%

revenue will increase significantly

in the near future. For example, at

216.9m. deferred income for the

period is in fact 21m lower than

last June, though admittedly this

may be due to a more

conservative view of the pipeline

than previously

It seems that CODASciSys will

have to rely on its M&A strategy

as the main provider of revenue

growth in the short term. But to

really convince us CODASciSys

will need to show a return to

organic growth in the coming

second half. (Samad Masood)

SIRIUS TURNS STABILITY INTO PROFITABILITY

licensing (Le. from a lump sum

payment up-front to a

subscription-type arrangement)

has made sales more predictable,

Although this shift means that

licence revenues are initially lower,

the company has focused on

upping the contribution from non-

licence revenues to counteract

this.

from 36.0% in the comparable

period of 2004. Going forward,

[continued on Days twenty-one]
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this will continue to be an area of

focus for management.

Indications are that top line

revenue growth will continue to

be modest for at least the next

year or so. However. services

revenue (e.g. development.

customisation and training) is still

looking strong and so too is the

: V☂; IT ASSURANCE

"W ☂ HIGH

 

For the year to end June 2005.

ICM Computer Group. the BC

and support services company.

showed revenues at at £77,6m.

with operating pro t before

goodwill amortisation up by10%

to £6.1m. EPS was up from 14.0p

to 14.9p. The proposed nal

dividend of 2.35p takes the

payment for the full year up to 36p

(FY04: 3,45p).

Comment: ICM has turned in a

very respectable performance.

Total turnover was at. re ecting

the decline in the solutions

business (by 14%) but growth in

the support (+8%) and business

continuity (+18%) businesses.

Operating margin (before goodwill

amortisation) improved from 7.1%

to 7.8%

The results demonstrate that while

there is very minimal top line

growth. the mix of revenues is

changing - and for the better.

Contracted revenues. from

support and BC. are growing well

and bringing margin bene t. Within

its solutions business (which

covers project-led services such as

infrastructure design. network

design and consulting). ICM has

 

Tikit Group. a software and

services company primarily

focused on UK and European law

list of prospects on products

more generally. Furthermore. the

company appears to be
strengthening its opportunities

overseas.

As for the profits. there will be

more opportunities for cost

savings as its offshore capability

focused on increasing higher

margin. valuesadd services and

only selling hardware as part of a

wider (and more profitable)

solution. The result is that while

solutions revenue declined 14%

during the year. gross profits

declined only 11%. We expect

there to be further evolution within

this part of the business.

ICM☁s support business grew 8%.

but only 2% organically in what

management describe as "a very

competitive environment", Gross

pro ts were up 7%. slightly less

than revenue. due to lower margins

on contracts signed in the year.

Furthermore. as previously

warned, since buying Synstar. HP

has brought in-house noneHP

business that was previously

subcontracted to ICM.

We see absolutely no indication

that the support market will

improve from being anything other

than "very competitive". which is

why lCM's BC business is such a

key element of the bigger picture.

The offering covers continuity

planning. equipment recovery.

hosted data recovery, mobile data

centre recovery and of ce recovery.

rms. has seen revenues grow 62%

to £9.55m in the six months to 30

June 2005. Operating pro t before
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grows over the next two years.

And. with sales of its core

intermediary offering (which is

the single biggest contributor to

profits) expected to be stronger

in H2. we could see some

margin improvements filter

through by year-end.

(Kate Hanaghan)

ICM COMPUTER FOUNDER DEPARTS ON A

Revenues increased 18% to

£14.0m. with gross pro ts up 25%

due to better utilisation of BC

centres. It now has 12 centres

across the UK. two of which

opened during the year.

One of the interesting trends of the

past year has been the increase in

dedicated seat sales, in other

words. customers who are

prepared to pay for the exclusive

use of space within a recovery

facility. While this means ICM can

sell out chunks of its recovery

space in one go. it must get the

balance between dedicated and

syndicated sales right: syndicated

sales (where a seat is sold over and

over again) can be. by their nature.

very pro table.

Barry Roberts. the current CEO. will
be stepping down in November.

His long-term right♥hand man.

Steve Wainwright. will step up to

the plate. Roberts founded the

company back in 1986 and he will

remain in the background in a

consultative role. Wainwright has

been an integral part of lCM's

growth over the past 15 years and

we think he's the right person to

take ICM forward. (Kate Hanaghan)

TIKIT GROUP GROWS 62% IN FIRST HALF

interest. amortisation of goodwill.

and share charges was up 39% to

E924k. giving a 9.6% margin.

[continued on page twenty-two]
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[continued from page Manly-one]

The operating profit gains were

pretty much wiped out by

acquisition related goodwill

charges. which were up £401k to

2633K resulting in pro t before

tax down 38% year-onvyear to

£263k. However, Tikit chairman

Mike McGoun is con dent that

the company will be able to

return the business to a 10%

margin for the full year, ultimately

aiming to bring operating margin

up to around 12%.

Diluted earnings per share came in

at 0.2p, down 93% from 2.9p in the

rst half of 2004. Tikit will pay an

interim dividend of 0.75p per share

on 11 October 2005,

Comment: Tikit has strengthened

its position in its UK legal sector

niche with theacquisition of close

Telecity, the AIM-listed colocation

provider that is going private in

October. has released its results for

the rst half of 2005. revealing

improved revenue growth and a

considerable improvement in

pro tability,

Revenue for the six months to 30

June 2005 grew 17.6% to £14.4m.

with earnings before interest, tax.

depreciation and amortisation up

an impressive 78% to £1.4m,

Ongoing depreciation costs of

around 23m meant that operating

losses were 216m. 29% lower

than the £2.3m loss recorded in

last year's half, Diluted losses per

share reduced by 50% to 0.6p.

Comment: After failing to sell itself

to St in May this year. Telecity is

now being bought bylnhoco ♥ a

rival ResSoft for £2 million in

February this year. after picking

up accounting and legal

infrastructure software and

services company N18 for £11m in

December 2004. Although the

revenue contribution that these

purchases made in the rst half

has not been revealed. we

estimate that organic revenue

growth was still impressive at

about 14%.

Moreover. these acquisitions have

helped to boost services business,

contributing to the balance and

"quality" of Tikit's revenues. The

company now can boast that 41%

of its revenue is on a recurring

contracted basis, and sales growth

was achieved across all its

business lines. with Support

Services up 92% to £3.88m;

company established speci cally

for this purchase by 3i and Oak Hill

Investors ♥ for 21p per share, or

£57.9m,

That this price values Telecity at

more than twice its 2004 annual

revenue (俉25.8m) is a testament to

the company's turnaround in the

last few years ~ as well as its future

plans to be a Consolidating force in

the sector.

Colocation. which involves

providing suitable properties to

host lT and telecommunications

equipment. has been a dif cult

business over the past ve years.

Early over investments in capacity

meant that the post-dotcom

downturn hurt here more than

many other if sectors lndeed. the

ripples of over-capacity are still

Consultancy up 57% to 俉2.88m;

Software up 34% to 俉2.38m.

Although Tikit's French business

has still yet to make any real

progress, the company also has an

operation in Madrid, and may well

open another of ce in Europe,

Nevertheless. Europe is not the

main aim for Tikit now, and Mike

McGoun re-iterated that his

company's strategy is to focus on

the UK legal sector, where Tikit has

a lot more opportunity to grow its

existing clients' IT spend.

As we have said before, razor~like

focus on a niche market is one way

to succeed in today's S/ITS

market. and we see no reason to

change our view that Tikit will

continue to go from strength to

strength. (Samad Masood)

being felt in the sector, However.

there is still signi cant disparity in

supply and demand geographic ♥

even within a city such as London

♥ and it is this that Telecity must be

hoping to take advantage of by

embarking on an M&A strategy.

Although only profitable at the

EBITDA level. Telecity is now

clearly heading in the right

direction, with recurring revenues

accounting for 85% of the total

and net cash ow positive (Slim

compared to last years 215m

loss), Nevertheless, colocation is a

business that requires signi cant

up front investment to expand.

and going private should help

Telecity to insulate itself from ckle

investors as it tries to grow

through acquisition,

{Samad Masood)
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Mergers & Acquisitions
Seller Description Acqllring Price Comment

Provider ol data storage ☂ too-iii lFoEt For the year Ho?ebruary 2005'. Trisys produced an EEIT margin ol IO'r☂e on revenues or ill 4.9m,
amd nDIWDIk hack-up ☁constderanon oi iii☂s no! chuSEd an SDECI c seciors DUI does have a Inomnl In lhe puhllc seciorand 1063'

solunons jun to set trn iaulhonly markee,

viii Data 7 A Dutch prorrider at data tone/I TA non-disclosed lln autonomic. the Trisys acquisition. this lalesl purchase by acquisinve 2e2 will take the
Security management. data cash company to annuaiised revenues at oil 40m. The key challengelor 2oz is to make these and its

secunly and storage ☁consideralron ☁omel Dusmess units prosper irom one another through cross sales. The company has proved it
solutions rcan do this. we iust want to see more at the sameI

Chullom Agrlrty Syslems Expertise in suppiy IOD☁EL rUp lumen. [Elieuord seems to have decided not to keep all its eggs in the one SAP basket. in the press
Group Ltd chain and warehouse ☁consistrng at :t .e ilelease. Trevor Lewis. chellord's Chiel Executive. says- -Agility is an excellent ntwith Chellord☁s

management tor the tin cash and El 2m i☂cxislrng acnllines and contorrns to our strategy atacourrrng complementary companres with good
packaged goods and tin shares. wrlh the Lorganrc growth uolsnual.☁ We ind it very hard to disagree wrlh this assessmenL Chellom☁s main
transport and logistics ibalanco subicctto busrness is based on SAP soitware. and this is where it gets 95% at its revenue. this purchase
markets ☁pellmmance theretore enables it to sptead rrs eggs across a law more baskels.

Eomputor Transoh 5' cup . casnand'eiven ( es success with integrationsso lar. we expect Transoit be quite a good to across all
Sortwere ☁shares at (256': business. The company has paid a very reasonable price. considering that Transoh has
Group ☁ ☁um in recuning revenue. taut more than just technology and ex ting clients. Transcti will also

i give css two omces in the us ~ in Atlanta. Genrgla and Dayton 0hr ,niese olt'ices will be used
☁ {as a loolliold tor the us markeL it is too early to say whether cse will take irs consolidator
. laoproacn across the pond. Even new is to continue locusan directly on UK in the near-tenn.
☁ ☁wllh its rapacrous appetite we suspect it wont be long belore we hear oi another purchase.

GE 7 lox Systems us healincaro soliware ttha p are in ☁II seems le came to the conclusion that to conllnue to grow and win business, particularly in ☂
Healthcaro provide! ☁cash represonung rnternalional markets, ri needed greater scale. But despite assurances tromle CED Jlm Creek

.a total that this is the ☁lueal marriage' there are still a total questions yet to be answered. it isnt yet
iconsideraton ol {clean tor example. whether the wax management team wlll slay on or exactly how IDX☁s products
.☁st .2bn will sit alongside ottcrings trom GE. The tool that GE Healthcare is headquartered in the UK and
1 understands the NHS market (ll already supplies PACE systems to the NHS in the South ot
☁ rEnglano) augm to strengthen IDX's capabrtrry in the UK and its relationshrp with the NHS.

i5olt Novasolt Spanish heatlhcare 100% ;An initial iThis acquisition his nicely with iSolrs intematlcnal expansion strategy. giving it an entree to the
santdad applications provider lconsrderation ol ☁Spanlsh markeL Drawing on its experience in England, where it is a key supplier under the coon

☁euroizm iNahonai Programme lpr it in the NHs. and in other advanced healthcare rrecoriomres, such as
itcomprisiog ;singapore. tSottis hoping to caprralise on developmean rn the Spanish market by being in at the
☁numgm in cash Islart ol a period ol healthoare servrce relorm,
☁arid ttre rest in .
1iSolt shares), 1

Logicacm; Unilog French service llrm I 'ro leoro in per share lThis rs one ol the rst ever deals where a UK srn's company has acourred a French sms
lin cash. valurng rt company or see and substance - reversing a trend ol loreign acquisition at UK sms companies
at euro 930m lgotng back over the last two decades. The coupling really makes sense and the new entity will

l☁nbw be in the Top Ten at European rr services companies.

Logrcalrs TEC iEM partner too-r. N/a This is Logicatis' third acquisition since March. it claims to have integrated ooiti notability (an [EM
paroier with rumover ot £30m) and Hawke (an HP partner with £15m in turnover) ☁saamlessly☁.
llakirrg its annualised revenues to album, with the addition ol Tac, annuatised revenues wtll hit

{ ☁E\25m. While this latest purchase obviously brings more scale. which is a key driver at the
☁company☁s aoqu lion strategy. it also adds weight to Logicalts' IBM business and. more
☁speci cally. its managed services altering.

Maxuria l-tansion Oracle-based tom's Total The appeal ot Hanslon is thaL as well as being pro table. has been growing - alb trom a
Technology cansullanq/ consideration ol small base A oonsrslentiy tor the past lew years. in addlhon. a large proportion ot sales is
Partners Ltd 俉8.75m lemming mvenue. Hansiori is quite a ditterent purchase to that ot ningmod. which was

essentially a bolton buy. A key orlterence is that Maxrma wlll be able to use Hansinn to go
straight into new customers with a servrccs ottering rattler than setting services on the back at a
☁system sale. in an environment where many buyers are not locused on replacing old systems
Iwrth new. this is a good strength tor Maxima to have under its belt.

SimCorp Solullnnimge Svaighi~Thiough A Nla SrmCorp has been qutle successtul in the last couple ot years - in terms or ttnanciat pertormarrce
Processing solutions 'controlling and the ability to attract new customers » and the acquisition make sense. We believe it will

siaka☁ strengthen SlmCom's current porttotio ol applications, its tutirre position in the market tor
investment and treasury management soltware and increase the number at leading inanclal
rnstitotions in the portiolio.

Recent IP05
☁ Activity ' '. Index . Market 1 issue '1; Market [PO Dlla Price and change

. . .. ... .. . s ... ☜will . 5"☜.iL.P§Pt ☁ i SW'☜ S'm☂m
Sollware testing and ouaity management 5 AM tsop £30m 2032pr 202p 5.3%

V'm'o pic Mioite nedia oonpression technology SP No tooo 225.6!☜ 02-Sepos tno 47.0%

~A Forthcoming IP05
Anglylgy 7 7 rice 1 ,3; Mid Cap. , «=9 ue☂te

Ex Ltoris Liblary soltw are No 12-Oct-05
Seeing Machines Lli triage recognition technology nla n/a
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UK software and IT services share prices and market capitalisation - September I
Stare ☁ PSR S/ITS Share price Share price mpiaHsaiion Capitalisan☁on ☁

SCS Price. Capialisau☁on Historic; Ratio Iniex move sime %rmve move since move (90)

(>11 $911605 30951106 PIE 1311/9911. 306ep05 31-40505 1112005 31-40105 7 11120057771
4111111111211: 32☁ 2099 21193111 .1 1.71 454 6% 24% 27.231111 224.60m;
4111111511 92 21.37 254.5111 .1 6.99' 603 5% 33% 22.90111☁ 214301111
Ame Grow cs7 20.64 22272111 4; 1.20 374 -2% 13% {6.2610 227.10111☁
Asaibe SP 20.36 239.3111 4 5.71 1902 15% 90% 25.00m1 217.92111
Manic Gobal 7 SF 20.17. 23.0111 -1 1.76. 559 -30% -57% -21.60m 24.921115
☜min/Corporation SP 2339☁ 2401.6m 74.6: 12.03 103 - % 101% -211.50m 2220431111
Aveva soup SP 2099☁ 2196.0m 66.75 3.42 4493 6% 36% 211.72111 254.24m
AxonG'mp cs 22.13 2122.1m 20.6; 2.03 1217 43% 44% 2779111 245031111
90111 11211611011131 60l 21.06 226.6111 14.2 3.70 1623 2% 29% 20.50111 25.93111
Brady SP1 £0.39 £10.1m 15.2 4.22 481 -27% -57☁/6 -£3.74m -£15,19m

5151125st12115 09 20.19 216.2m 20.5! 0.55 162 ~1% 20% 20.21111 23.50111
(2111110010141 091 23.77 224033111 26.21 1.93 101043 3% 3% 292.39m 256.09m☁
06116115 1 03 20.417 217.6111 20.3. 1.29 456 2% 6% 20.43111 21.09m7
0116110111 (31111111 ☂ csl 22.09 220.5111 301 1.73 50097 19% 125% 24.49111 212001111
Gvica _ 7 cs 777 22.35☁ 2119.4m -I 1.15 1340 4% 3% 2459111 216.031n
Clarityumneroe SP 20.90} 212.0m 32.51 0.96 640 1% 19% 20.091n 21.99m
01112211 0011111411, , SP 20.11. 23.3111 - 1.00 05 29% 468% -21.26m -£6.94m
OODASciSys cs. 24.297 2109.6m 20.1 1.60 3314 2% 27% 21 .90m 222.06m .
011111-1111 SP☁ 22.70☁ 2376111 31.01 1.47 2077 1% 23% 20.35111 27.11111. 1
WIGDLiiiiiii 77 71 17287177777g017 233.9m 52.9. 0.54 904 7 -3% 10% 21.01111 £3.59m7
Conpmoemr 1 n 2225. 2426.71n 17.7 0.10 335 11% -23% 24239111 212309111
121111212150111111116 3011p SP 20.611 230.7111 10.6 2.19 515 11% -2% 23.17111 23.671111
01111111611 Maragenen 011511121115 CS 2133 223.4m -1 1.32 955 2% 0% 20.351n 21 .321n
0111x113 SP 20.101 26.2m 12.49 270 20% 34% 21.52111 20.64m
015911141 7 05 20.15 23.9111 4 0.07 250 19% 43% 20.56111 21.13111
Dealogic SP☁ 2163 21137111 19.0 3.67 707 -13% 20% 217.491" 219.241"
Deicam 62 23.21 219.6m 15.1] 0.91 1235 4% 64% 20.73111 27.72m
Delica cs 2990' 2222.4111 31.0; 3.13 2475 7% 29% 215.09m 249.73111
Dimmelp R 19.93; 2211,7111 35.3: 1.36 3044 1% 21% £2.77m 24105111
0111151511111an 7 7 7 7777R☁ 20.357 725036111 77 71 0.36 777 67 -1% -1% -£3.36m 26.521117
DFIS 011111 0 Heseamh SP 20.371 212.1111 -; 0.94 336 -16% -10% 22.29111 -22.00m
Eiemnic Data Processing SP 20.79; 24.1 111 0.49 2404 4% 5% -20.01111 »214.09m
FDMGmp A1 21.05} 224.3m -1 0.74 1292 19% 34% 23.03111 26.16m
21551111 7 SP1 20.061 214.3111 J 5.41 50 4% -6% -£0.60m 21.94m
Hmrcial Oaiecis 06 20.441 217.0111 - 1.97 191 10% -1 5% 21.62111 2345m
P15119111: 3011p SP 20.03 20.3m - 0.03 3173 4% 24% 20.131n -29.411n
Focus 601111111: G1an 05 20.22 26.1 111 ~ 1.13 113 «12% 44% 20.94111 -24.051n
(£6014) cs 20.37 229.7111 - 2.64 235 4% 45% -21.221n 20.51111
1311111310116 7 777 7 SF1 20.19☁ 29.5111 19.61 1.24 475 -3% -16% -E0.25m 20.50111
(310101 Ai 20.94; 236.0111 19.1 0.40 406 2% -9% 21.05111 -22.94m
02510111010011er 081 20.961 243.4m - 3.50 93 40% 69% 22954111 -☁293.62m
(3101p NET cs 21.261 224.5111 14.21 2.17 630 1% 22% 20.19111 £4.53m 7
Haivey Nash 6111141 A 20.57. 25.1 111 1.7 0.03 323 4% -38% -20.09m 251.5410 .
giHns 5ys1ems Sewioes 7_ A 20.051 21.7111 1 0.12 146 0% -5% 2000111 20.00m
HorimnTed'rnlogy cs 20.79} 2573111 14.01 0.30 286 «1% 0% -£0.71m 2499111
19902913190115 cs 21.75; 269.0111 - N151 1144 2% 16% 21.20111 29.40111
lSSOIlIiOrS . 05 20.151 23.6111 - 0.65 540 7% 0% 2025111 20.00m
iCNlCorrpmerGOLp cs 23.34} 269.6111☁ 22.0 0.90 1056 -5% 119% 23.94111 21563111
100x 7 77 7 9277 20.111 777 221.0111 35.2 2.20 14 10% 1% £1.87m 20.01111
lNCAT II'EITEHDI☂EI SP 22.20☁ 253.3111 - 0.02 1376 1% 43% 20.491n 215.90m
11116191111091, cs 20.441 261.4111 . 0.22 1740 13% 43% £7.06m -244.10m
Innvaion 61619 SP 2029☁ 2125.3m - 2.16 126 4% -17% .211.27m -m7.29m
11191119911211111611161115 SP 20.041 25.6m - 1.93 39 16% 42% 20.01111 «£3.56m
116516141111,g 11777777777777 7 77S7P 20.2917 23.0111 - 1.6 475 50% 54% 20.72111 -26.351n
11111 SP 2024' 240.6m 17.9 12.99 2474 27% 2% 219.71m 222.44m
19015161111111 SP 2432☁ 2992.7m 39.9 3.75 $27 -5% 25% -263.95m 2102.67m
iTmin SP 20.06 25.0111 63.9 4.59 75 22% -22% -El.38m -21.391n
K158150955 19131111115911 SP 20.935 215.9111 - 1.07 711 -9% ~11% -20.03m 21 .95111
11011111 __ 77 7777 7771 6377 20.771 261.6111 22.0 2.31 1522 -3% 34% -20.55m 214.06m
101011496911 Tearnlogy 96111111115 SP 20.03} 24.9m - 6.19 650 49% 41%r -Ei.11m -23.341n
LogicaOVG 1 cs 21.761 21,321.6m 56.0 0.79 2410 -1% -9% -215.02111 -2124.77m
1.1111611 A 20.32; 260m 7.4 0.05 320 4% 39% 20.20111 23.92111
M301!) 4 SP 22.931 263.5111 97.5 1.92 1179 1% 60% 20.33111 22959111
1461661119196an 7 7 SP 2029☁ 7 212.6m 40.4 2.44 291 19% -10% 21.99111 -21.45m             
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7 0K software angJI services shareprices and markeggapjtaiisgtion; Segtember .1
Sfare☁ PSR S/ITS Share plioe Share prioe☁ mpilalisan☁on ☁ (hpilalisalion☁1

☁ 813 P0091 Capialisalion Hisnric Ra o lrrjex rrnve since % rmve☁ rmve sime i move (911)
.2, ._,,v,,,,, ,2 , ,, augmeme 30661306_P/E, Cap/Rev. 30621105., 4111105 bx 11120064141005 L. in2005
Nbxirna Holdings cs1 21.671 226.1m » 2.11 1215☁ -6% 70% 24.30m1 214691111
Nbdiasuhoe SP1 20.141 210.9m - 2.00 1029 -2% 87% .20.19m☁ 25.091111
Mcro Fools SP1 21.021 2202.4m 15.0 2.49 01 42% 03%. -2148.54m $363111}

Mcrogen 09 20.661☜ 267.5m 36.7 1.59 292 -16% 17%1 -213.57m 210.14111☁
Mm1p1a11e1sysems W W 717 SP W 20.03! 24.2m - 0.12 541 -16%☁ 06% 20.9016 22.121111
Msys SP☁ 22,021 21.023.4m 69.7 1.16 2513 -11%3 -3%i -2123.75m1 2140mm;
andas SP. 20.171 24.4m - 0.96 220 «9%. -11% 20.29111: 20.42111.
Mmse ☁ R} 20.86% £129.9m - 0.33 344 -11%. 40% -215.79m. 24.10111☜

NSB Irmrmn'aral A 20.60; 俉12.2m 23.2 0.13 313 2%} -28% >20.31m -E☁.4.82m;

Nmelp CS1 22.251 £73.4rn 36.9 3.91 13471 -12%. 17% <£1027m £10.60m☁

Ncipher 5P1 22.35 265.7m 15.9 4.61 940☁ 3% 11%1 23.02m 29.92111☁
Nelsall SP1 £0.16 £10.4m 78.8 4.29 318. 17%☁ -17% £1.43m -£2.11m☁

Nesme CS1 20.381 £38.5m 26.0 1.90 253} «1% 1% -21.52m 21.76m☁
Nexls Maragermrl 05☁ 20.01 22.3m - 1.95 227 41%. 4%. -£0.27m 20.52m}
Nomigaie iriuman'onSOImors 7 06☁ 2091 243mm 99.5 2.09 3111 4% 25% 21599111 21094311
NSB Reail Syskarrs 6P1 20.32 2115.01n - 2.53 2739☁ 5%☁ 19% 25.4am $1.90m☜
019010111111 SP1 20.07 210.0m - 2.09 1691 35% 93% 22.60m 24.631111
131111111 41 £0.06 217.7m - 0.10 1021 ☁ 26% 38% -26.13m 22.521111
Pa'sysErrs SP! £0.14 £22.9m - 1.94 133. -8% 16%l -£1.99m 24.72m;

Pl☂DerixiT CS} £2.87 £169.0m 21.1 1.91 1063 -10%1 5791 ~219.44m -£0.60m☁

PilatNedia Gobal SF} £0.45 £22.8m 48.4 1.89 2250 2%. 22%| £0.51m $24.08mV

F☂imlogy SP1 £0.80 £16.0m » 3.54 573 46%} -58% -23.10m £22.30m}

Plan'lHoidl'ngs SP. £0.24 £22.0m 17.1 0.78 1000 0% 0% £0.00m £0.00m

PomailSo ware (was A11) CS; £0.22 £16.0m 8.1 1.12 141 -14% -31% J£2.60m -£0.29m

Pmlogic cs: 20.69, 26.9m - 0.99 925 3% 42% 2020111 20.90111
PSD Gmlp A☁ 258.4!☜ &.4 1.34 10571 11%☁ 41% {0.31m ~26.56m

o4 cs 20.021 24.41n - 0.15 73 -17%☁ -50% 20.93111 «£4.51m
00112015 cs 20.02 23.7m - N13 633☁ 36%. 07% 20.98m -22.55m1
01111063 A 20.62- 239.7111 16.9 1.29 500; 2% 33% 21507111 £20.76m☁
Rammemanoml SP 20.061 25.1m - 0.71 123 19% 9% 20133111 -20.49m.
Red Squared CS £0.07 俉1.9m ♥ 1.15 378| 6%1 -24% 20.1 1m ~20.60m

Renil Decisiors SP £0.23 £65.5m 16.4 2.06 304 -25% ~21%. ~22☁1.42rr1 -El7.33m

RM SP £1.68 俉151.0m - 0.57 4793☁ -1"/o ~3% J£1.58n☂l -E4.61m

Hoyalblle GOLD S Pi☁ £6.47 £211.31" 25.5 3.53 3803} -2% 45% -£3.92m £65.85m

Ege Gum SP1 £2.31 £2,958.97" 21.5 4.30 88654☁ 1% 14% £25.67m £359.16m1

SamersonGolp SP £0.76 £31.0m - 2.14 1520; 12% 25%| £3.27m 25.36m

SDL CS 21.86 £113.3m 63.7 1.81 1237} 16%; 36% £15.58m £38.41m

ServicePower SP 2035 £26.0m 1 6.33 350☁ 3% 3% £0.74m 20.9501

SiriLs Fmaroial SP £1.03 £18.1m 46.8 0.84 687 6% 23% £0.97m 23.64m

SEEMS prlc CS. £0.06 £6.7m - 2.1 51 40%. 4% -£O.71rrl -£0.29m

smartFOQJS plc SP 20.19 214.4111 - 5.1 2027 -3% 109% -20.3am 27.77111
Sopheon SP 20.21 225.9111 - 6.00 306 -10%☁ -11% 22.55111 -20.52m
Spring Gnu: A 20.60 295.5m 20.5 0.20 664 -7% 35% ~27.62m 24919111
911112111 (9011p 39 20.60 £21.8m 9.9 2.40 744 5% 79% 21.10111 210751111
Slilo lrmrmlioml SP 2003 £2.3m - 1.09 50 0% 44% £0.00m -E1.80m

91110111111111 (was JSB) SP 24.45 245.0m - 0.94 2225 9% -19% -27.20m -2119.93m.☂
SysErrs Un'on SP £1.43 £155.9m 28.0 1.50 1100 7% 24% £11.69m £32.18m1

Tadpole Tednjlogy SP £0.05 £18.0m - 3.72 112 -5% 64% -20.84m £19.49m1

Telecin cs 2021 2572111 » 2.21 27 0% 11% 20.00111 26.16111☁
TikilGrolp CS 俉2.08 £26.3m 109.2 2.21 1804 2% 29% £0.63m £6.39m7

Tolex Reail SP £1.08 £348.4m 41.51 5.13 2700 56% 43% -£15.91m 2101.26111☁

Tolal S/skans SP £0.46 £4.8m 12.8; 1.39 858 52% -1 5% >201 1m -£0.84m

Toml☂sbra GOLD SF 521.29 £14.7m - 0.85 1229 0% 39% £0.00!☜ £4.38m

Trace GmLp SP £0.94 £14.2m 15.8 0.92 748 12% 16% £1.52!☜ £1.96m

Triad Golp CS £0.52 £7.9m 65.8 0.17 385 7% 40% £0.53m -£6.77m1

Tribal GDLD cs 22.09 £159.4m - 0.69 1264 0% 45%A 20.29111 25171111
Ubiqu'1y 6011111119 SP 20.36 265.9m » 12.38 905 0% 4% 20.00m 21.941111
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VI gmLp SP £0.09 £3.4m - 0.35 183 7% (36% £0.23!☜ -£1.91m☁

)Qrsa CS 2091 £313.1m 34.5 0.83 2333 6% - 1/: 218.181" 524.43"

WGDLD SP £1.08 237.2m 3.1 0.83 720 13% 49% £10.77m 217.24m.

goem☁se Gmp _ _- cs 20.011 24.5111 -1 0.34 43 -10% 43% ~20.52m m 21.37n1_☁          Note: We calculate PSR as markel capitalisation divided by sales in ma most recently announced nancial year.
Main SYSTEMHOUSE S/IYS index set at 1000 on 15111 April 1989. Any new enlrants lo the Stock Exchange are allocated an index 01 1000 hased on
the issue price. The SCS Index is not weighted: a change in the share price 01 Ihe largasl company has the same e ect as a simllar change (or 1119

smallesl company. Category Codes: GS = Computer Services SP : Soilware Product R = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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SEPTEMBER WARNINGS☁ JUST ☜'59P☝ 5"☜ '"dex 5307-77
☁ FTSE IT (scs) luau 515.32

THE START OF THE STORY :nggm☜ ☁35;
Four weeks ago. on 7 September. we wrote n Hotnews gram☝
about the increasing number of companies we heard rain75☁litin☂rltai'"☁i' ☁smsrimix " Frss☁☝ iibtimrix☂ new Fl'SE " FTSE '.

saying that July and August had been even more quiet ☜♥'♥~. 77♥777» v m r ☁°☜~ uscs'ml ☜"""1" SW'C☁W
(h I N . . a I Montnlot/nslnilott /DSIDS) 4.1572: 43.41% 00545.3 490☂}. 046% 4i,75"'u
an usua. at only was the general actrvrty level ower but Fm,☜ .5.☝ Meg M3018...☜ ☜mm

clients were increasingly delaying decisions to kick off new From IstJan9o we 87% «arena
- - ~ ~ - - From lsiJanSl $498291: ☜535592:prolects crting general uncertainty In the economic me☁suan☝ «073% ☜mm

outlook, There was a sense of unease. This article was FromlleanQG .2330». .924☜;
occasioned by a warning from Micro Focus. which has :mm ja": :33☝ 3:26;?☜

. . . , n s . ☜.3 ¢ . ii:
SW55 599" ☜5 Share Dnce fall by 42% In sep☁eMbe" t:tJ:n96 .iasom «5.4m ¢62.32°,b 44.722.

Frnrn llean 97 19824☁5 (33.00% 940.06% 42.06%

But since then we have had warnings of (me sort or FromlleanQB 04.88% was"; (☜254.5 48.17% «026%
. . _ o i _ From IsiJanQS 434.66% 088°}. -I2.0I% 03.15% 46.45%

angther '" "☁9 UK from M'sys ( 11A)'_Sp"ng ( 7?☝ FromtstJanDO 53.731; £0.95☝; @6062. 43.41%
Parity (♥26%), Brady (♥27%). The Innovation Group (TIG) From IstJanOl 46.50% «am Jami, 43.93%
_ n D ☁ _ 0' Fun" ileEHOQ ☜0.62☝: «$3975 ~I3.0I°.I: 68.6!☁7/5 s2l.83%( 7A,), Gresham (♥4041) and Pixology 16/3}. OV5☂_a☝- melstJanOG 495.66% ingots, marl, 52351.; tempt
the Ovum index of software and IT servrces companles From IsiJanOd rims. .22352'. .26222'. ' 430532;,

a From IsiJanUS 0.76% ☜3,75% $7.08☝; 087591:was down 1.15/a.

Add to that some lack-lustre gures from Oracle on new V ☜(T v☜ "ma♥m♥ w,☜ n_' ☜77♥ TI  . , Immanuel-tin: Mao-no Molnar-:- MMIImJMw-Shc uman Mam
licence sales and you start to get the picture, Oracle fell 7% ☂ Jag . ☜his: ', llWthIlllm.☁ _|I|I|lL_l VJIIIN A VIM HMS-0%

in September and is now back to where it was in #:☁ E is 'V "9.☜ ☁ '35 '
September 2004. Well, actually back to where it was on ☁:;☁£5le☁5

September 2003. September 2002 and September 2001 Mama/ifs mm

and less than a third of its level in September 2000. So all

its frenetic acquisition activity in the last year has contributed nota lot for shareholders

    

   

  

  

The market is getting even more volatile. Good bottom line periorrnance achieved by consolidation and/or cost cutting is taken for granted. if you

can't hack even that. then of course you will be severely punished as we have seen. Even assuming you make the bottom line expectations.

investors will be looking at your top line revenue growthoutlook. Any weakness or uncertainty here will again be punished severely. Which leaves

a small group of companies performing both at the bottom and top line a such as Autonomy. Axon and Torex Retail ♥ to get the rewards. All these
companies have registered gains between +75% and +100% in their share price in the last 12 months.

We ended our 7September Hotnews piece wth the warning: "Overall, there is a feeling of increased caution in the air which could manifest in
further revenue warnings, volatile stock prices and a less certain IPO outlook "

We have already seen this come to pass in the four weeks since. But rather than the end of the story. we suspect this is only the start.
{Richard Holway)
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